Point-like radioactive source with multiple absorber capsules for evaluating PET scanners.
Radioactive sources for evaluating sensitivity and uncertainty in the radioactivity measurements performed using PET scanners must be equipped with absorber materials that ensure the annihilation of positrons. Attenuation and scattering owing to the absorber materials produce uncertainty in the performance evaluation. The aim of this study is to propose a point-like radioactive source with multiple absorber capsules, for which evaluation can be independent of scatter and attenuation owing to the source absorbers. The point-like source consists of a small spherical radioactive part and a set of successively sized cylindrical aluminum absorber capsules. Data were collected for different total absorber thicknesses. By an extrapolation technique, the effects of the source absorbers were eliminated. Sensitivity and uncertainty in the radioactivity measurements of PET scanners were evaluated with this technique. Sensitivity and uncertainty of radioactivity measurement to the point-like radioactive source were evaluated successfully with this method. The proposed point-like radioactive source is useful for evaluating performance characteristics of PET scanners in a way that is independent of the effects of the source absorbers.